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We address the thermodynamics, density profiles, and superfluid density of trapped fermions undergoing
BCS-BEC crossover. We consider the case of zero and finite population imbalance and apply the local density
approximation �LDA� to include the trap potential. Our approach represents a fully self-consistent treatment of
“pseudogap effects.” These effects reflect the distinction between the pair formation temperature T* and the
pair condensation temperature Tc. As a natural corollary, this temperature difference must be accommodated in
the fermionic excitation spectrum Ek to reflect the fact that fermions are paired at and above Tc. It is precisely
this natural corollary which has been omitted from all other many body approaches in the literature. At a formal
level, we show how enforcing this corollary implies that pairing fluctuation or self-energy contributions enter
into both the gap and the number equations; this is necessary in order to be consistent with a generalized Ward
identity. At a less formal level, we demonstrate that we obtain physical results for the superfluid density ns�T�
at all temperatures. In contrast, previous work in the literature has led to nonmonotonic, or multivalued or
discontinuous behavior for ns�T�. Because it reflects the essence of the superfluid state, we view the superfluid
density as a critical measure of the physicality of a given crossover theory. In a similarly unique fashion, we
emphasize that in order to properly address thermodynamic properties of a trapped Fermi gas, a necessary first
step is to demonstrate that the particle density profiles are consistent with experiment. Without a careful
incorporation of the distinction between the pairing gap and the order parameter, the LDA-derived density
profiles �of the unpolarized gas� tend to exhibit sharp features at the condensate edge, which are never seen
experimentally in the crossover regime. The lack of demonstrable consistency between theoretical and experi-
mental density profiles, along with problematic behavior found for the superfluid density, casts doubt on
previous claims in the literature concerning quantitative agreement between thermodynamical calculations and
experiment.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There has been a resurgence of interest in studies of the
crossover between the usual BCS form of fermionic super-
fluidity and that associated with Bose Einstein condensation
�BEC�. This is due, in part, to the widespread pseudogap
phenomena which have been observed in high temperature
superconductors in conjunction with the small pair size. The
latter, in particular, was argued by Leggett to be a rationale1

for treating the cuprates as midway between BCS and BEC.
Others have argued2–4 that the cuprate pseudogap can be
understood as arising from preformed pairs which form due
to the stronger-than-BCS attraction. Additional reasons for
the interest in BCS-BEC crossover stem from the precise
realization of this scenario in ultracold trapped Fermi
gases,3,5–8 where the attractive interaction can be continu-
ously tuned from weak to strong via a Feshbach resonance in
the presence of a magnetic field. A final rationale for interest
in this problem stems from the fact that BCS theory is the
prototype for successful theories in condensed matter phys-
ics; and we now have come to realize that this is a very
special case of a much more general class of superfluidity.

BCS-BEC crossover theory is based on the observation9,10

that the usual BCS ground state wave function �0=�k�uk

+vkck,↑
† c−k,↓

† � �0� �where ck,�
† and ck,� are the creation and

annihilation operators for fermions of momentum k and spin
�= ↑ ,↓� is far more general than was initially appreciated. If
one tunes the attractive interaction from weak to strong,

along with a self-consistent determination of the variational
parameters vk and uk the chemical potential passes from
positive to negative and the system crosses continuously
from BCS to BEC. The vast majority �with the possible ex-
ception of the high-Tc cuprates� of metallic superconductors
are associated with weak attraction and large pair size. Thus,
this more generalized form of BCS theory was never fully
characterized or exploited until recently. There are a number
of different versions of BCS-BEC crossover theory. Each can
be represented by a selected class of many-body Feynman
diagrams, often further simplified by various essential or
nonessential approximations. There is no controlled small
parameter and thus the selection process is based on highly
variable criteria. For the most part the success or failure of a
particular rendition is evaluated by comparing one or a set of
numbers with experiment.

It is the goal of the present paper to discuss a criteria set
for evaluating BCS-BEC crossover theories which captures
the crucial physics, rather than the detailed numerics. We
apply these criteria successfully to one particular version of
BCS-BEC crossover theory which builds on the above
ground state. In this context we address a wide range of
physical phenomena. These include local density approxima-
tion �LDA�–computed density profiles, thermodynamical
properties and superfluid density with application to polar-
ized as well as unpolarized gases. It is our philosophy that
appropriate tests of the theory should relate to how qualita-
tively sound it is before assessing it in quantitative detail.
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Detailed quantitative tests are essential but if the qualitative
physics is not satisfactory, quantitative comparisons cannot
be meaningful.

Four important and inter-related physical properties are
emphasized here. �i� There must be a self-consistent treat-
ment of “pseudogap” effects.4 As a consequence of the fact
that the pairing onset temperature T* is different11,12 from the
condensation temperature Tc, the fermionic spectrum, Ek
must necessarily reflect the formation of these pairs. To ac-
commodate the pseudogap, Ek cannot assume the strict BCS
form which has a vanishing excitation gap at and above Tc.
Everywhere in the literature it is assumed that Ek is of the
strict BCS form, except in our own work and briefly in Ref.
13. �ii� The theory must yield a self-consistent description of
the superfluid density ns�T� from zero to Tc. The quantity
ns�T� should be single valued, monotonic,14 and disappear at
the same Tc one computes from the normal state instability.
Importantly, ns�T� is at the heart of a proper description of
the superfluid phase. �iii� The behavior of the density pro-
files, which are the basis for computing thermodynamical
properties of trapped gases, must be compatible with experi-
mental measurements. Near and at unitarity, and in the ab-
sence of population imbalance, they are relatively smooth
and featureless �unlike a true BEC where there is clear bi-
modality�. This can present a challenge for theories which do
not accommodate pseudogap effects and which then deduce
sharp features at the condensate edge for an unpolarized gas.
�iv� The thermodynamic potential � should be variationally
consistent with the gap and number equations. If, as usually
assumed, pairing fluctuations enter into the number equation
but not the gap equation, then these equations are generally
not variationally derivable from �. Moreover, the thermody-
namic potential should satisfy appropriate Maxwell relations
and at unitarity be compatible with the constraint15,16 relating
the pressure p to the energy, E: p= 2

3E.
There has been widespread discussion about the role of

collective modes in the thermodynamics of fermionic super-
fluids. And this has become, in some instances, a basis for
additional evaluation criteria of a given BCS-BEC crossover
theory. Because the Fermi gases represent neutral superfluids
with low lying collective modes, one might have expected
these modes to be more important than in charged supercon-
ductors. Nevertheless, the BCS wave function and its asso-
ciated finite temperature behavior is well known to work
equally well for charged superconductors and neutral super-
fluids such as helium-3. In strict BCS theory thermodynami-
cal properties are governed only by fermionic excitations.
This applies as well to the superfluid density �in the trans-
verse gauge�. Collective modes are important in strict BCS
theory primarily to establish that ns�T� is properly gauge in-
variant.

One can argue17 that collective modes should enter ther-
modynamics as the pairing attraction becomes progressively
stronger. The role of these modes at unitarity is currently
unresolved. In the Bogoliubov description of a true Bose
superfluid there is a coupling between the pair excitations
and the collective modes, which results from interboson in-
teractions. Thus it is reasonable to expect that the collective
modes are important for thermodynamical properties in the

BEC regime. At the level of the simple mean BCS-Leggett
wave function we find that, just as in strict BCS theory, the
collective modes do not couple to the pair excitations; this
leads to a q2 /2M* form of the pair dispersion. The low-lying
collective mode dispersion is,18 of course, linear in q. All
interboson effects are treated in a mean field sense and enter
to renormalize the effective pair mass M*. To arrive at a
theory more closely analogous to Bogoliubov theory, one
needs to add additional terms to the ground state wave
function—consisting of four and six creation operators19 in
the deep BEC. The complexity becomes even greater in the
unitary regime, and there is, in our opinion, no clear indica-
tion one way or the other on how the pair excitations and
collective modes couple.

Our rationale for considering the simplest ground state
wave function �which minimizes this coupling between the
collective and pair excitation modes� is as follows. It is the
basis for zero temperature Bogoliubov–de Gennes �BdG� ap-
proaches which have been widely applied to the crossover
problem. It is the basis for a T=0 Gross-Pitaevskii descrip-
tion in the far BEC regime.20 It is the basis for the bulk of the
work on population imbalanced gases.21,22 At unitarity the
universality relation15,16 between pressure and energy
holds—separately for the fermionic contribution �which is of
the usual BCS form with an excitation gap distinct from the
order parameter� and for the bosonic term, due to the q2 form
of the pair dispersion. Finally, this wave function is simple
and accessible. Thus it seems reasonable to begin by address-
ing the finite T physics which is associated with this ground
state, in a systematic way.

The remainder of this paper presents first the theoretical
framework for the principal self-consistent equations de-
scribing the total excitation gap, the order parameter, and the
number equation or fermionic chemical potential. The con-
sequences for thermodynamics, LDA-computed density pro-
files and the superfluid density are then presented in separate
sections, along with numerically obtained results for each
property. We discuss these properties at the qualitative as
well as semi-quantitative level, in the context of comparison
with experiment. In the Conclusions section, we present a
summary of the strengths and weaknesses of the present
scheme.

To make this paper more self-contained and, thus, easier
to read, we recapitulate in Secs. II–V some aspects of a the-
oretical framework which has appeared in previous papers.
More details of the theoretical formalism can be found in
Ref. 3 �which addresses the two-channel model in the ab-
sence of population imbalance� and Ref. 23 �which addresses
the one-channel model in the presence of population imbal-
ance�. At the same time, we compare our theory with alter-
native approaches in the literature.

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

A. Pseudogap effects in BCS-BEC crossover

While the subject of BCS-BEC crossover began with the
seminal T=0 work by Eagles 9 and Leggett,10 a discussion of
superfluidity beyond the ground state was first introduced
into the literature by Nozières and Schmitt-Rink.17 Randeria
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and co-workers reformulated this approach17 and moreover,
raised the interesting possibility that crossover physics might
be relevant to high temperature superconductors12. Subse-
quently other workers have applied this picture to the high-Tc
cuprates24–27 and ultracold Fermi gases28,29 as well as formu-
lated alternative schemes30,31 for addressing T�0.

The introduction of pseudogap effects into a treatment of
BCS-BEC crossover was a crucial next step. It was first rec-
ognized that one should distinguish the pair formation tem-
perature T* from the condensation temperature Tc.

11,12 That
the magnetic properties of the normal phase in the tempera-
ture regime between Tc and T* would be anomalous was
pointed out on the basis of numerical calculations, on a two
dimensional lattice. Here it was found that the spin suscep-
tibility was depressed at low temperatures32 and this depres-
sion was associated with a “spin gap” which is to be distin-
guished from a pseudogap. Indeed, in reviewing this earlier
work,2 it was argued that “there is no pseudogap in the
charge channel.”

The fact that BCS-BEC crossover theory was, indeed, as-
sociated with a pseudogap, thus, required further analysis
and calculations. Using the formalism of the present paper,
subsequent, theoretical studies of the spectral function �both
above33 and below34 Tc� and the superfluid density35 showed
that, despite earlier claims,2 a normal state pairing gap ap-
peared in both the spin and charge channels and, further-
more, affected the behavior below Tc as well35 as above.

At roughly the same time, other approaches to BCS-BEC
crossover reported a four excitation branch structure36,37 in
the spectral function, not compatible with the expected
pseudogap description, which should exhibit precursor su-
perconductivity effects. In the standard pseudogap
picture,3,33,38 there would be two peaks in the normal state
spectral function, rather than four; in the simplest terms, this
spectral function represents a broadened version of its below
Tc, BCS counterpart. Indeed the observation of a two peaked
spectral function in the normal state39,40 is now taken as
some of the strongest evidence in hand for a pseudogap
phase in the cuprate superconductors, although there is no
consensus about whether its origin lies in BCS-BEC cross-
over. It should be noted that the pseudogap and superfluid
order parameter have the same d-wave symmetry,41 as is to
be expected in crossover theory. More recently, alternative
approaches to BCS-BEC crossover27 have reached the same
conclusion as in Ref. 33, that BCS-BEC crossover does lead
to spectral functions with a normal state gap and �for the
d-wave case� with general behavior not so different from that
observed in the high temperature superconductors.24,38

Finally, we make note of those papers where the concept
of pseudogap effects was introduced into studies of the ul-
tracold gases. Two groups42,43 more or less simultaneously
called attention to the presence of a pseudogap in a unitary
Fermi gas and noted that �unlike in strict BCS theory� the
existence of a pairing gap could not be used to infer the
presence of superfluidity. The most notable experimental
consequences for the gases4 lay in RF spectroscopy
experiments44 and their theory,45–47 as well as in
thermodynamics.48 Indeed, in Refs. 45 and 46, the authors
made use of the formalism of the present paper and, in the
latter reference, were the first to incorporate trap effects

within the LDA. The present formalism has also been used to
address trapped polarized gases first in Ref. 49.

B. Bogoliubov–de Gennes approaches to crossover

There has been a fairly extensive literature on applications
of Bogoliubov–de Gennes �BdG� theory to ultracold Fermi
gases. Like the crossover theory of the present paper, this
approach is based on the same BCS-Leggett form for the
ground state at T=0. �In a strict sense this wave function
applies only to a homogeneous Fermi gas in the absence of
population imbalance�. Most of the attention has focused on
the case of an imbalanced population of the two fermion
states.22,50 An important advantage of the BdG theory is that
it can address the effects of the trap without the necessity for
introducing the LDA approximation. Furthermore, exotic
phases such as the Larkin-Ovchinnikov-Fulde-Ferrell
�LOFF� states51 will naturally emerge whenever they are ap-
propriate. The disadvantage of this BdG scheme is that it
does not incorporate pseudogap effects and so is restricted to
strictly T=0, and it does not easily address the conditions
under which stability relative to other phases �e.g., phase
separation� must be assessed.

In this context and in contrast to LDA-based schemes,
BdG-based calculations21,22 suggest that the population im-
balanced ground state is not phase separated at unitarity, but
rather corresponds to a LOFF phase.51 By contrast, experi-
ments from two �major� experimental groups seem to sup-
port phase separation.52,53 We have conducted a finite tem-
perature study �importantly including noncondensed pairs� of
the simplest such state54 which suggests that this oscillatory
order parameter phase rapidly becomes unstable with in-
creasing temperature. Because it is not sufficiently robust
and because it is not seen experimentally, we argue that the
LOFF phase found in BdG-based schemes may reflect inad-
equacies of this approach. At the very least, in the absence of
evidence to support an oscillatory order parameter, BdG
theory should not preempt consideration of the LDA-based
schemes which we address in the present paper. Both ap-
proaches should be actively pursued.

C. Pair fluctuation approaches to crossover

In this section we discuss the present T-matrix based
scheme for BCS-BEC crossover, as well as compare it with
alternative approaches including that of Nozières and
Schmitt-Rink.17 The Hamiltonian for BCS-BEC crossover
can be described by a one-channel model. In this paper, we
address primarily a short range s-wave pairing interaction,
which is often simplified as a contact potential U��x−x��,
where U�0. This Hamiltonian has been known to provide a
good description for the crossover in atomic Fermi gases
which have very wide Feshbach resonances, such as 40K and
6Li. The details are presented elsewhere.3

Within a T-matrix scheme one considers the coupled
equations between the particles �with propagator G� and the
pairs �which can be represented by the T-matrix t�Q�� and
drops all higher order terms. Without taking higher order
Green’s functions into account, the pairs interact indirectly
via the fermions, in an averaged or mean field sense. The
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propagator for the noncondensed pairs is given by

tpg
−1�Q� = U−1 + ��Q� , �1�

where U is the attractive coupling constant in the Hamil-
tonian and � is the pair susceptibility. The function ��Q� is
the most fundamental quantity in T-matrix approaches. It is
given by the product of dressed and bare Green’s functions
in various combinations. One could, in principle, have con-
sidered two bare Green’s functions or two fully dressed
Green’s functions. Here, we follow the work of Ref. 55.
These authors systematically studied the equations of motion
for the Green’s functions associated with the usual many
body Hamiltonian for superfluidity and deduced that the only
satisfactory truncation procedure for these equations in-
volves a T-matrix with one dressed and one bare Green’s
function, �and with a bare Green’s function in the self en-
ergy�. This asymmetric combination in the T-matrix is a gen-
eral, and inevitable, consequence of an equations of motion
procedure; it is not an ad hoc assumption and more details of
its derivation can be found in Ref. 56.

In this approach, the pair susceptibility is then

��Q� = �
K

G0�Q − K�G�K� , �2�

where Q= �i�l ,q�, and G and G0 are the full and bare
Green’s functions, respectively. Here G0

−1�K�= i	n−
k, 
k
=�k−�, �k=2k2 /2m is the kinetic energy of fermions, and
� is the fermionic chemical potential. Throughout this paper,
we take =1, kB=1, and use the four-vector notation K
��i	n ,k�, Q��i�l ,q�, �K�T�n�k, etc., where 	n= �2n
+1��T and �l=2l�T are the standard odd and even Matsub-
ara frequencies57�where n and l are integers�.

The one-particle Green’s function is

G−1�K� = i	n − 
k − ��K� , �3�

where

��K� = �
Q

t�Q�G0�Q − K� . �4�

More generally, either G0 or the fully dressed G is introduced
into ��K�, according to the chosen T-matrix scheme. Finally,
in terms of Green’s functions, we readily arrive at the num-
ber equation: n=�K,�G��K�.

Because of interest from high temperature superconduc-
tivity, alternate schemes, which involve only dressed Green’s
functions have been rather widely studied.36,37,58 In one
alternative,59 one constructs a thermodynamical potential
based on a chosen self-energy. Here there is some similarity
to that T-matrix scheme which involves G only. One variant
of this “conserving approximation” is known as the fluctua-
tion exchange approximation �FLEX� which has been prima-
rily applied to the normal state.60 In addition to the particle-
particle ladder diagrams which are crucial to superfluidity it
also includes less critical diagrams in the particle-hole chan-
nel; the latter can be viewed as introducing spin correlation
effects. Since it involves only dressed Green’s functions, one
evident advantage of this approach is that it is �-derivable61

and thus referred to as “conserving.” This implies that be-

cause it is based on an analytical expression for the thermo-
dynamical potential, thermodynamical quantities obtained by
derivatives of the free energy are identical to those computed
directly from the single particle Green’s function.

For a variety of reasons this FLEX scheme, as applied to
superfluids and superconductors, has been found to be prob-
lematic. The earliest critique of the GG, T-matrix scheme is
in Ref. 55. The authors noted that using two dressed Green’s
functions “could be rejected by means of a variational prin-
ciple.” They also observed that there would be an unphysical
consequence: A low T specific heat which contained a con-
tribution proportional to T2. In a related fashion it appears
that the FLEX or GG, T-matrix scheme is not demonstrably
consistent with the Hamiltonian-based equations of motion.
There is also concern that considering only dressed fermion
propagators, G, may lead to double counting of Feynman
diagrams. Vilk et al.62 noted that the FLEX scheme will not
produce a proper pseudogap, due to the “inconsistent treat-
ment of vertex corrections in the expression for the self en-
ergy.”

By dropping the nondominant particle-hole diagrams, oth-
ers have found a more analytically tractable scheme.63 How-
ever, this scheme fails to yield back BCS-like spectral prop-
erties which would be anticipated above Tc in a BCS-BEC
crossover scenario. Among the unusual features found is the
four excitation branch structure,36,37 discussed above. More
recently, the authors of Ref. 64 applied a related conserving
approximation below Tc. They did not consider particle-hole
diagrams, but included in the particle-particle channel a
“twisted” ladder diagram. These authors found that there was
a discontinuity in the transition temperature calculated rela-
tive to that computed58 above Tc. They, then, inferred that at
unitarity there is a first order phase transition, which has not
been experimentally observed.

In the NSR scheme, which is, perhaps, the most widely
applied of all pair fluctuation theories,12 one uses two bare
Green’s functions in ��Q� in the normal state. Within this
NSR approach, the results are generally extended below Tc
by introducing43 into ��Q� the diagonal and off-diagonal
forms of the Nambu-Gor’kov Greens functions. At the out-
set, the fermionic excitation spectrum Ek=	
k

2 +�sc
2 involves

only the superfluid order parameter, �sc, so that the fermions
are treated as gapless at and above Tc, despite the fact that
there is an expected “pseudogap” associated with the pairing
onset temperature T*. The authors17 suggested that pair fluc-
tuations should enter into the number equation, but approxi-
mated their form based on only65 the leading contribution in
the Dyson series. This approximate form was introduced via
a pair fluctuation contribution to the thermodynamical poten-
tial �. A more systematic approach, which is based on a full
Dyson resummation leads to a form equivalent to Eq. �4�,
with a bare �0�Q�=�KG0�K�G0�Q−K�, as was first pointed
out in Ref. 65. This more complete scheme was implemented
in Ref.43.

Another important aspect of the NSR scheme should be
noted. Because the pairing fluctuation contributions do not
enter into the gap equation, the gap equation cannot be de-
termined from a variational condition on the thermodynamic
potential. To address this shortcoming, a rather different al-
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ternative to the approximated number equation of Ref. 17
was recently introduced in Refs. 66 and 67. These authors
argued one should compensate for the fact that d� /d�sc
�0 by adding a new term �deriving from this discrepancy� to
the number equation. We view this latter alternative as even
more problematic since it builds on inconsistencies within
the NSR approach in both the gap and the number equation.
By far the most complete study of the NSR based theory for
crossover was summarized in Ref. 13. By systematically in-
troducing a series of improved approximations, the authors
ultimately noted that one must incorporate pairing fluctuation
corrections into the gap as well as the number equation.

It should be stressed that �with or without the approximate
form for the number equation� the NSR scheme at T�0 was
not designed to be consistent with the simple BCS-Leggett
ground state, which they also discussed at length. This ob-
servation was implicitly made elsewhere68 in the literature
and can be verified by comparing the ground state density
profiles based on the NSR scheme with those obtained in the
Leggett mean field theory.68 It should also be stressed that
T-matrix theories do not incorporate a direct pair-pair inter-
action; rather the pairs interact in an average or mean field
sense. If one tries to extract the effective pairing interaction
from any T-matrix theory, the absence of coupling to higher
order Green’s functions will lead to a simple factor of 2
relating the interboson and interfermion scattering lengths.
More exact calculations of this ratio lead to a factor of
0.6.19,69–72

D. Present T-matrix scheme

We now show that one obtains consistent answers be-
tween T-matrix based approaches and the BCS-Leggett
ground state equations, provided the pair susceptibility con-
tains one bare and one dressed Green’s function. Thus, for
simplicity, we refer to the present approach as “GG0 theory.”
Throughout this paper we will emphasize the strengths of the
present T-matrix scheme which rest primarily on a consistent
treatment of pseudogap effects in the gap and number equa-
tions. This, in turn, leads to physical behavior for the ther-
modynamics, the superfluid density and the density profiles
at all temperatures. Finally, we note that the present T-matrix
scheme is readily related to a previously studied73 approach
to fluctuations in low dimensional, but conventional super-
conductors. A weak coupling limit of this GG0 approach is
equivalent to Hartree approximated Ginzburg-Landau
theory.42

We begin with the situation in which there is an equal spin
mixture, and then generalize to the population imbalanced
case. In the present formalism, for all T�Tc, the gap equa-
tion is associated with a BEC condition which requires that
the pair chemical potential �pair vanish. We will show below
that because of this vanishing of �pair at and below Tc, to a
good approximation one can move G0 outside the summation
in Eq. �4�. As a result the self energy is of the BCS-like form

��K� = − �2G0�− K� =
�2

i	n + 
k
. �5�

Thus

G−1�K� = i	n − 
k −
�2

i	n + 
k
. �6�

Now we are in a position to calculate the pair susceptibil-
ity at general Q, based on Eq. �2�. After performing the Mat-
subara sum and analytically continuing to the real axis, i�l
→�+ i0� we find the relatively simple form

��Q� = �
k

 1 − f�Ek� − f�
k−q�

Ek + 
k−q − � − i0+uk
2 −

f�Ek� − f�
k−q�
Ek − 
k−q + � + i0+vk

2� ,

�7�

where uk
2 ,vk

2 = �1±
k /Ek� /2 are the usual coherence factors,
and f�x� is the Fermi distribution function. It follows that
��0� is given by

��0� = �
k

1 − 2f�Ek�
2Ek

. �8�

The vanishing of �pair �or generalized Thouless criterion�
then implies that

tpg
−1�0� = U−1 + ��0� = 0, T � Tc. �9�

Substituting ��0� into the above BEC condition, we obtain
the familiar gap equation

0 =
1

U
+ �

k

1 − 2f�Ek�
2Ek

. �10�

Here Ek=	
k
2 +�2, which contains the total excitation gap �

instead of the order parameter �sc. It should be noted that
this BCS form for Ek is not imposed or forced, but rather it
is a natural consequence of GG0 theory.

The coupling constant U can be replaced in favor of the
dimensionless parameter, 1 /kFa, via the relationship
m / �4�a�=1 /U+�k�2�k�−1, where a is the two-body s-wave
scattering length, and kF is the noninteracting Fermi wave
vector for the same total number density. Therefore, the gap
equation can be rewritten as

−
m

4�a
= �

k

1 − 2f�Ek�

2Ek
−

1

2�k
� . �11�

Here the “unitary scattering” limit corresponds to resonant
scattering where a→�. For atomic Fermi gases, this scatter-
ing length is tunable via a Feshbach resonance by application
of a magnetic field and we say that we are on the BCS or
BEC side of resonance, depending on whether the fields are
higher or lower than the resonant field, or alternatively
whether a is negative or positive, respectively.

Finally, inserting the self energy of Eq. �5�, into the
Green’s function, it follows that the number equation is
given by

n = 2�
k

�f�Ek�uk
2 + f�− Ek�vk

2� , �12�

thus demonstrating that both the number and gap equation
�see Eq. �10�� are consistent with the ground state constraints
in BCS-Leggett theory.
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Next we use this T-matrix scheme to derive Eq. �5� and
separate the contribution from condensed and noncondensed
pairs. The diagrammatic representation of our T-matrix
scheme is shown in Fig. 1. The first line indicates the
T-matrix, tpg, and the second the total self-energy. The
T-matrix can be effectively regarded as the propagator for
noncondensed pairs. One can see throughout the combina-
tion of one dressed and one bare Green’s function, as repre-
sented by the thick and thin lines. The self energy consists of
two contributions from the noncondensed pairs or pseudogap
�pg� and from the condensate �sc�. There are, analogously,
two contributions to the full T-matrix

t = tpg + tsc, �13�

tpg�Q� =
U

1 + U��Q�
, Q � 0, �14�

tsc�Q� = −
�sc

2

T
��Q� , �15�

where we write �sc=−U�k�c−k↓ck↑�. Similarly, we have for
the fermion self-energy

��K� = �sc�K� + �pg�K� = �
Q

t�Q�G0�Q − K� . �16�

We see at once that

�sc�K� = �
Q

tsc�Q�G0�Q − K� = − G0�− K��sc
2 . �17�

A vanishing chemical potential means that tpg�Q� diverges at
Q=0 when T�Tc. Thus we approximate74,75 Eq. �16� to
yield

��K�  − G0�− K��2, �18�

where

�2�T� � �sc
2 �T� + �pg

2 �T� . �19�

Under this approximation, now the total self-energy assumes
the BCS form. The fact that �sc and �pg add to each other in
quadrature lies in that their square are proportional to the
density of condensed and noncondensed pairs, respectively.
Importantly, we are led to identify the quantity �pg

�pg
2 � − �

Q�0
tpg�Q� . �20�

Note that in the normal state �where �pair is nonzero�, Eq.
�18� is no longer a good approximation. We now have a
closed set of equations for addressing the ordered phase. We
show later how to extend this approach to temperatures
somewhat above Tc, by self-consistently including a nonzero
pair chemical potential. This is a necessary step in addressing
a trap as well.76

The propagator for noncondensed pairs can now be quan-
tified, using the self-consistently determined pair susceptibil-
ity. At small four-vector Q, we may expand the inverse of tpg,
after analytical continuation, to obtain

tpg
−1�Q�  a1�

2 + Z�� −
q2

2M* + �pair + i�Q� , �21�

where below Tc the imaginary part �Q→0 faster than q2 as
q→0. Because we are interested in the moderate and strong
coupling cases, where the contribution of the a1�

2 term is
small, we drop it in Eq. �21� so that

tpg�Q� =
Z−1

� − �q + �pair + i�Q
, �22�

where we associate

�q 
q2

2M* . �23�

This establishes a quadratic pair dispersion and defines the
effective pair mass, M*. This can be calculated via a small q
expansion of ��Q�,

Z = � ��

��
�
�=0,q=0

,
1

2M* = − � 1

6Z

�2�

�q2�
�=0,q=0

. �24�

Finally, one can rewrite Eq. �20� as

�pg
2 �T� = Z−1�

q
b��q� , �25�

where b�x� is the Bose distribution function.
The superfluid transition temperature Tc is determined as

the lowest temperature�s� in the normal state at which non-
condensed pairs exhaust the total weight of �2 so that �pg

2

=�2. Solving for the “transition temperature” in the absence
of pseudogap effects21,49,77 leads to the quantity Tc

MF. More
precisely, Tc

MF should be thought of as the temperature at
which the excitation gap ��T� vanishes. This provides a rea-
sonable estimate for the pairing onset temperature T*. It is to
be distinguished from Tc, below which a stable superfluid
phase exists. We note that T* represents a smooth crossover
rather than a thermodynamic phase transition.

It should be stressed that the dispersion relation for the
noncondensed pairs is quadratic. While one will always find
a linear dispersion in the collective mode spectrum,18 within
the present class of BCS-BEC crossover theories, the restric-
tion to a T-matrix scheme means that there is no feedback
from the collective modes onto the pair excitation spectrum.
In effect, the T-matrix approximation does not incorporate
pair-pair interactions at a level needed to arrive at this ex-

+ + + + ...=tpg

Σ

Σpg Σsc

tpg tsc

FIG. 1. T-matrix and self-energy diagrams for the present
T-matrix scheme. The self-energy comes from contributions of both
condensed ��sc� and noncondensed ��pg� pairs. Note that there is
one dressed and full Green’s function in the T-matrix. Here the
T-matrix tpg can be regarded effectively as the propagator for the
noncondensed pairs.
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pected linear dispersion in the pair excitation spectrum. Nev-
ertheless, this level of approximation is consistent with the
underlying ground state wave function.

III. GENERALIZATION TO INCLUDE POPULATION
IMBALANCE

It is relatively straightforward to include a difference in
particle number between the two spin species, within the
context of the BCS-Leggett wave function. This is closely
analogous to solving for the spin susceptibility in BCS
theory. The excitation energies are given by Ek↑=−h+Ek and
Ek↓=h+Ek, where 
k=�k−� and Ek=	
k

2 +�2. Here �= ��↑
+�↓� /2 and h= ��↑−�↓� /2. We assume spin up fermions are
the majority so that n↑�n↓ and h�0. It is important to note
that depending on h, �, and �, the quantity Ek↑ may on
occasion assume negative values for a bounded range of
k-states. At T=0 this implies that there are regimes in
k-space in which no minority component is present. This
leads to what is often referred to as a “gapless” phase. It was
first studied by Sarma78,79 at T=0 in the BCS regime.

It is natural to extend this ground state Sarma or
“breached pair” phase to include BCS-BEC crossover
effects.79–83 The effects of finite temperatures were also stud-
ied using the current GG0, T-matrix scheme,49,76,84,85 using
the Nozières Schmitt-Rink formalism86 as well as using an
alternative many body approach.77,83 It should be noted,
however, that the Sarma phase is generally not stable at T
=0 except on the BEC side of resonance. Studies of the
Sarma phase closer to unitarity and at low temperature reveal
negative superfluid density80 as well as other indications for
instability.85 More generally, closer to unitarity, the Sarma
phase stabilizes only at intermediate temperatures,84 while
the ground state appears to exhibit phase separation.

The notion of phase separation between paired and un-
paired states, separated by an interface, was first introduced87

in the BCS limit, and it was more extensively discussed at
T=0 in the crossover regime in Ref. 81 for the homogeneous
case. The presence of phase separation in a trap at zero82,83

and at finite temperature77,88 has received considerable recent
attention. In a harmonic trap, phase separation leads to a
nearly unpolarized gas at the center surrounded by a polar-
ized, but essentially uncorrelated normal Fermi gas. Here
one sees that the excitation gap � decreases abruptly to zero.
By contrast, at higher temperatures, where the Sarma phase
is stabilized, � decreases to zero continuously and there is a
highly correlated mixed normal region separating a super-
fluid core and normal �uncorrelated� gas.

We now extend the present GG0 formalism to include
polarization effects.23 Including explicit spin indices, the pair
susceptibility is given by

��Q� =
1

2
��↑↓�Q� + �↓↑�Q�� = �

k

1 − f̄�Ek� − f̄�
q−k�

Ek + 
q−k − i�l
uk

2

−
f̄�Ek� − f̄�
q−k�
i�l + Ek − 
q−k

vk
2� , �26�

where the coherence factors uk
2 ,vk

2 = �1±
k /Ek� /2 are for-

mally the same as for an equal spin mixture. For notational
convenience we define

f̄�x� � �f�x + h� + f�x − h��/2. �27�

Following the same analysis as for the unpolarized case,
and using the above form for the pair susceptibility, the gap
equation can be rewritten as

−
m

4�a
= �

k

1 − 2 f̄�Ek�

2Ek
−

1

2�k
� . �28�

The mean field number equations can be readily deduced

n� = �
k

�f�Ek��uk
2 + f�− Ek�̄�vk

2� , �29�

where the spin index �= ↑ ,↓, and �̄=−� is antiparallel to �.
The pseudogap equation is then

�pg
2 �T� = Z−1�

q
b��q� . �30�

Analytical expressions for Z and �q can be obtained via
expansion of ��Q� at small Q �see, e.g., Ref. 23�. This theory
can readily be extended to include a �harmonic� trap as will
be discussed in more detail in Sec. VI. In case of a phase
separation, equilibrium requires T, �, and the pressure, p to
be continuous across the interface or domain wall. Finally, it
is useful to define polarization � in terms of

N��r� =� d3r n��r�, N = N↑ + N↓, �31�

� = �N↑ − N↓�/N . �32�

In this paper we do not discuss alternative phases such as
the Larkin-Ovchinnikov-Fulde-Ferrell states51 in which the
condensate is associated with one or more nonzero momenta
q. The competition between various polarized phases is
associated23 with the detailed structure of ��Q�. Indeed, there
are strong similarities between these competing phases in
polarized gases and Hartree-Fock theories which are used to
establish whether ferro- or antiferromagnetic order will arise
in a many body system. The latter is associated with zero or
finite wave-vector, respectively, and depends on the nature of
the particle-hole spin susceptibility, �̄part-hole�Q�. This, in

turn, is given by �̄part-hole�Q�� Ū−1+ �̄o�Q�, where �̄o is the

usual Lindhard function and Ū is the on-site repulsion. Here,
by analogy the “ferromagnetic” case would correspond to the
Sarma phase and the “antiferromagnetic” situation to a
LOFF like phase. Note, however, that the relevant ��Q� nec-
essarily involves the self-consistently determined fermionic
gap parameter ��T� and chemical potential �, whereas for
the magnetic analogue the bare particle-hole susceptibility
appears.

IV. NORMAL-PHASE SELF-CONSISTENT EQUATIONS

We next summarize the self-consistent equations associ-
ated with the normal phase. We do not solve these at an exact
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level. This would require a numerical solution of the T ma-
trix theory above Tc, which has been shown elsewhere89 to
be very complicated. Instead we extend our more precise T
�Tc equations in the simplest fashion above Tc, by continu-
ing to parametrize the pseudogap contribution to the self
energy in terms of an effective excitation gap �, using Eq.
�18�, and thereby, ignoring the finite lifetime associated with
the normal state �preformed� pairs. We will, however make
some accommodation of this lifetime in the following sec-
tion. The self-consistent gap equation is obtained from Eqs.
�21� and �14� as

tpg
−1�0� = Z�pair = U−1 + ��0� , �33�

which yields

U−1 + �
k

1 − 2f�Ek�
2Ek

= Z�pair. �34�

Similarly, above Tc, the pseudogap contribution to �2�T�
=�sc

2 �T�+�pg
2 �T� is given by

�pg
2 =

1

Z
�
q

b��q − �pair� . �35�

The density of particles can be written as

n = 2�
k

�uk
2 f�Ek� + vk

2 f�− Ek�� . �36�

It should be understood that the parameters appearing in the
expansion of the T-matrix such as Z and �q �see Eq. �22��
are all self-consistently determined as in the superfluid state.

In summary, when the temperature is above Tc, the order
parameter is zero, and �=�pg. Since there is no condensate,
�pair is nonzero, thus the gap equation is modified as tpg

−1

=U−1+��0�=Z�pair. The number equation remains un-
changed. From the above three equations, one can determine
�, �, and �pair.

V. APPROXIMATE TREATMENT OF PAIR LIFETIME
EFFECTS

In the previous section, we discussed the extension of our
more precise T�Tc equations above Tc, by continuing to
parametrize the pseudogap contribution to the self energy in
terms of an effective excitation gap �, using Eq. �18�, and
thereby, ignoring the finite lifetime associated with the nor-
mal state �preformed� pairs. We will now make some accom-
modation of this lifetime by including “cutoff” effects asso-
ciated with an upper limit of the momentum to be inserted
into Eq. �35� or Eq. �30�.

Below Tc, we can to a good approximation neglect the
cutoff for the boson momentum q in evaluating the noncon-
densed pair contributions to the pseudogap. This is justified
by virtue of the divergence of tpg�Q� at Q=0 and low T so
that the dominant contributions come from small q pairs.
However, above Tc, pairs develop a finite chemical potential
so that tpg�Q� no longer diverges and high momentum pairs
would make substantial contributions to the integral in evalu-
ating �pg via Eq. �35�.

In order to make a more accurate evaluation, we take into
account some aspects of the finite lifetime effects of the
pairs. From Eq. �7�, one can read off the imaginary part as

Im ��� + i0+,q� = Z��,q =
�

2 �
k

�1 − f�Ek� − f�
k−q��uk
2��Ek

+ 
k−q − �� + �f�Ek� − f�
k−q��vk
2��Ek

− 
k−q + �� , �37�

where ��,q is the imaginary part of the pair dispersion. It is
clear that ��,q is nonzero when −min�Ek−
k−q���
�min�Ek+
k−q� for any given �� ,q�. For on-shell pairs, we
set �=�q−�pair in evaluating ��,q. Nevertheless, ��,q re-
mains small for a large range of momentum q. Here we
focus on positive pair dispersion so that the second term in
Eq. �37� vanishes. Apart from energy conservation imposed
by the delta function, the factor 1− f�Ek�− f�
k−q� guarantees
that the contribution of the first term in Eq. �37� is very small
when 
k−q�0 except at high T. As a very good estimate, we
impose a cutoff for q such that when q=qcutwe have �q
−�pair=Ek+
k, where k minimizes �
k�. To keep our calcula-
tions self-consistent, we also impose this momentum cutoff
below Tc.

At high enough T in the BCS and unitary regimes, we
sometimes find that there is no solution for qcut when �
becomes small and −�pair becomes large. We then extrapo-
late qcut smoothly to zero at higher T via qcut�	�. This
avoids the unphysical abrupt shut down of the pseudogap at
high T. In the BEC regime, however, one finds that qcut=
+� and the pairs are bound and long lived, as expected
physically.

VI. DENSITY PROFILES

We now turn to include trap effects, with spherical trap
potential Vext�r�= 1

2m	2r2. We emphasize that we will work
exclusively within the local density approximation here, and
that there are concerns about this approximation in the pres-
ence of population imbalance and in highly anisotropic
traps.90 BdG approaches21,22 as well reveal that extreme an-
isotropy �which we will not address here� cannot be ad-
dressed with the LDA.

Within a trap, we impose the force balance equation,
−�p=n�Vext, where p is the pressure and Vext is the trap
potential. In the trap, the temperature is constant, so we have
the relation �p=n��. Thus we obtain ��=−�Vext�r�, or

��r� = �0 − Vext�r� , �38�

where �0���0� and Vext�0�=0. This shows that the force
balance condition naturally leads to the usual local density
approximation �LDA� in which the fermionic chemical po-
tential � can be viewed as varying locally, but self-
consistently throughout the trap.

We can readily extend our self-consistent equations from
the previous sections to incorporate a trap, treated at the level
of LDA. Tc is defined as the highest temperature at which the
self-consistent equations are satisfied precisely at the trap
center. At a temperature T lower than Tc the superfluid region
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extends to a finite radius Rsc. The particles outside this radius
are in a normal state, with or without a pseudogap. The im-
portant chemical potential �pair�r� is identically zero in the
superfluid region r�Rsc, and must be solved for self-
consistently at larger radii. Our calculations proceed by nu-
merically solving the self-consistent equations. In the figures
below, we express length in units of the Thomas-Fermi ra-
dius RTF=	2EF / �m	2�=2�3N�1/3 /kF; the density n�r� and
total particle number N=�d3r n�r� are normalized by kF

3 and
�kFRTF�3, respectively.

We determine Tc as follows: �i� An estimated initial value
for chemical potential is assigned to the center of the trap
��0�, which determines the local ��r�=��0�−Vext�r�. �ii� We
solve the gap equation �1� and pseudogap equation �35� at
the center �setting �pg=�� to find Tc and ��0,Tc�. �iii� We
next determine the radius Rmax where � drops to zero. �iv�
Next we solve the gap equation �34� and pseudogap equation
�35� for ��r ,Tc� for r�Rmax. Then n�r� is determined using
Eq. �36�. �v� We integrate n�r� over all space and enforce the
total number constraint N=�d3r n�r�. We use nonlinear equa-
tion solvers which iteratively find the solution for the global
��0� and the local gap parameters. Below Tc, an extra step is
involved to determine the condensate edge, Rsc, where �sc
drops to zero. Within the superfluid core, Eqs. �1� and �35�
are solved locally for � and �sc, with �pair�r�=0.

A. Numerical results for unpolarized case

In this section we address the particle density profiles at
all T in the near-BEC, the near-BCS, and the unitary re-
gimes. For the latter, this work helps to establish why the
measured density profiles for an unpolarized gas appear to be
so featureless.91,92 It should be stressed that this is stark con-
trast with what one sees for the polarized case, as will be
discussed below. Some time ago it was found91 that at uni-
tarity the profiles were reasonably well described by a
Thomas-Fermi �TF� fit at zero T, and in recent work93 this
procedure has been extended to finite temperatures, suggest-
ing that it might be quite general. Our calculations indicate
this TF fit is reasonably good below Tc, and becomes sub-
stantially better above Tc. The width of the profiles has been
used to extract an effective temperature scale.93 If we follow

the same procedure48 on our theoretical profiles we find that
the temperature scale coincides with the physical T quite
precisely above Tc. Below Tc, because the condensate edge
moves inwards as temperature increases, this tends to com-
pensate for thermal broadening effects. In this way, in the
superfluid phase the effective temperature needs to be
recalibrated48 to arrive at the physical temperature scale.

Within the �same� LDA approximation, our work differs
from previous theoretical studies15,94,95 by including the im-
portant effects of noncondensed pairs3,42 which are associ-
ated with pseudogap effects. These “bosons” are principally
in the condensate region of the trap, whereas fermionic ex-
citations tend to appear at the edge where the gap is small. In
contrast to the work of Refs. 68 and 43, our density profiles
are monotonic in temperature and show none of the sharp
features in the BEC which were predicted43 from a generali-
zation of the Nozières–Schmitt-Rink approach �in the ab-
sence of population imbalance and phase separation�. Our
calculations show that pseudogap effects are responsible, not
only for the relatively featureless density profiles we find in
the unitary regime, but also for the behavior of the associated
temperature evolution. It should be noted that except in cer-
tain extreme cases �e.g., high anisotropy or very low particle
number�, LDA is an appropriate approximation, as has been
widely used.

Figure 2 shows the behavior of the three-dimensional
�3D� density profiles of a Fermi gas at unitarity as tempera-
ture progressively increases �from left to right�. One can see
that the profiles become progressively broader with increas-
ing T. Because there is no bimodality or other reflections of
the condensate edge, one can thereby understand why the
Thomas-Fermi fits are not inappropriate. A more quantitative
comparison of this unitary case with experiment is in Ref.
96.

In Fig. 3 we present a comparison of the density profiles
in a unitary system with the near BEC and near BCS cases.
On the BEC side of resonance �1 /kFa=1� the profile is sig-
nificantly narrower than that on the BCS side. The unitary
case is somewhere in between. The quantity � which is used
in the literature to parametrize this width is approximately
−0.41 as compared with experiment92 where �−0.55. Con-
ventionally, � is defined as the ratio of the attractive interac-
tion energy to the kinetic energy and is given by �= �1

0 0.5 1 1.5
0

0.02

0.04

0.06

n

0 0.5 1 1.5 0 0.5 1 1.5 0 0.5 1 1.5
r/R

TF

T=0.01 T=0.1 T=0.2 T=0.3

FIG. 2. 3D density profiles n�r� of a Fermi gas in a harmonic trap at unitarity at T /TF=0.01, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3. The density distributions
are smooth and monotonic, and become broader with T increasing. There is no bimodal feature in the density profiles, in agreement with
experimental observations. Here TF=EF /kB is the global Fermi temperature and RTF is the Thomas-Fermi radius. The density n�r� is in units
of kF

−3. At unitarity, Tc=0.28TF.
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+��EF and �0=	1+�EF for homogeneous and trapped uni-
tary gases, respectively. The discrepancy between theory and
experiment is associated with the absence of Hartree self-
energy corrections in the BCS-Leggett mean field state.
Thus, for more quantitative comparison with unitary
experiments48 we match the measured � factor by going
slightly on the BEC side of resonance.

B. Phase diagrams in the polarized case

The phase diagrams for polarized gases are a very useful
way to consolidate information about the competing phases
and their temperature dependencies. They can also be used to
read off the transition temperatures Tc both at zero and finite
polarization, which are relevant to all figures in this and sub-
sequent sections. Figure 4 presents a plot of the phase dia-

gram of the unitary gas in the homogeneous case. These
results are consistent with previous LDA studies83,97 which
have addressed the strict ground state. Phase separation �la-
beled PS� occupies the lower T portion of the phase
diagram.98 At intermediate T, and sufficiently small polariza-
tion, there is a Sarma phase �yellow�, where there is homo-
geneous superfluidity but with pairs having net zero momen-
tum. We indicate the correlated normal or pseudogap regime
by “pseudogap” �cyan� and the uncorrelated or unpaired nor-
mal phase by “N.” The line for T* which separates N from
pseudogap phases should be viewed as a lower bound, since
at the very edge of this interface, for numerical reasons, we
cut � off sharply to zero.

Figure 5 presents a plot of the unitary gas phase diagram
in the presence of a trap. It can be seen that in a trap, the
Sarma phase occupies a much more substantial portion of the
phase diagram. This is because the trap center can be main-
tained at very small population imbalance, whereas the nor-
mal fluid at the edge is able to carry most of the excess
majority population. Our results are very similar to those we
published earlier88 except that here we have incorporated
cutoff effects as described above, so that the indicated T*
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FIG. 3. �Color online� Comparison of 3D density profiles n�r� at different temperatures between the unitary �left�, near BEC �1 /kFa
=1, middle�, and near BCS �1 /kFa=−0.5, right panel� regimes. They broaden with increasing T but shrink with increasing pairing strength.
From left to right, Tc=0.28, 0.34, and 0.20TF, respectively.
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FIG. 4. �Color online� Phase diagram in the T-� plane of a
homogeneous population imbalanced Fermi gas at unitary. The im-
portant point is to distinguish between two types of normal phases.
“N” corresponds to effectively noninteracting Fermi gas whereas
“pseudogap” corresponds to pseudogapped normal phase. The low
T phase separated state we find is always associated with the Fermi
gas, not a paired normal state. While one can read off the pair
formation crossover temperature T* from this plot, it should be
viewed as a lower bound, due to our cutoff procedure described in
Sec. V, which may or may not also account for the small missing
wedge of the pseudogap regime.
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FIG. 5. �Color online� Phase diagram in the T-� plane of a
trapped population imbalanced Fermi gas at unitary. The labels
have the same meaning as Fig. 4. T=0 is always phase separated
state. These results are only very slightly modified relative to those
in Ref. 88 as a result of our cutoff procedure described in Sec. V.
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should be viewed as a lower bound. Here, too, phase sepa-
ration occupies the lowest portion of the phase diagram. In
this regime the gap � jumps abruptly to zero at a fixed trap
radius. The Sarma state is found at intermediate T and asso-
ciated with more continuous behavior in � as a function of
trap radius. It can be seen that, away from p=0, a minimum
temperature is required to arrive at the Sarma phase. The
latter evolves into a pseudogap phase at higher temperatures
when the superfluid core vanishes. An unpaired, normal
phase is always found at the highest T.

Finally, Fig. 6 shows the phase diagram at 1 /kFa=1.5 on
the BEC side of resonance in the presence of a trap. This
should be compared with the counterpart phase diagram for a
unitarity gases in Fig. 5 as well as with that in the near-BCS
which was presented in Ref. 88. The principal difference
between unitarity and this case is that for the former the
phase separation �PS� region is present at low T over the
entire range of polarizations, whereas in the BEC regime, it
has been pushed toward the high polarization region of the
phase diagram.

C. Numerical results for density profiles in polarized case

In this section we show how the general shape of the
density profiles at unitarity changes as one varies the polar-
ization. Unlike the unpolarized case, we can identify features
in the polarized gas profiles which indicate whether or not
the gas is superfluid; these features are rather similar to what
is observed experimentally.53,77,99,100 We also trace the evo-
lution of the profiles from phase separation at low tempera-
ture to the Sarma phase.

Figure 7 shows the temperature dependence of the unitary
profiles for majority and minority spin components at p
=0.5 for a range of temperatures, increasing from left to
right. The lowest temperature �T /TF=0.01� corresponds to a
situation when phase separation is present, while the three
higher temperature correspond to the Sarma phase. The con-
densate edge is clearly apparent in the phase separation sce-
nario, with a jump in the order parameter �and a discontinu-
ity in the density� at the edge. For the Sarma phase cases,
bimodality is clearly visible in the minority profile, and a
kinklike feature is present in the majority profile well below
Tc. At high T, both majority and minority profiles become
closer to a Thomas-Fermi distribution, as polarization has
penetrated into the superfluid core.

The two vertical dashed lines for the three Sarma cases in
the figure delimit the paired normal region. They correspond
to the condensate edge, where �sc drops to 0, and the gap
edge where the total excitation gap �=�pg smoothly disap-
pears. Between the two dashed lines the system is in a paired
or highly correlated mixed normal state.99,100 The width of
this mixed normal region grows with increasing temperature,
and the condensate edge disappears above Tc. Outside the
gap edge, the gas is free; there is a small range of r where
both spin components are present and a wider range where
only the majority appears. In the phase separation regime,
such a mixed normal region is essentially absent,53 and the
condensate edge is indicated by a single dashed vertical line.
For low T, we note that the condensate is essentially unpo-
larized. Finally, it should be stressed that experiments ob-
serve a complex phase diagram77 in which both phase sepa-
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ration �at the lowest T� and a Sarma or Sarma-like phase �at
higher T� is present.

In summary, in the phase separation regime, there are
sharp discontinuities in the profile associated with the con-
densate edge, the other side of which is a free Fermi gas. By
this “free Fermi gas” we mean an uncorrelated or unpaired
phase in which one or both spin components is present. In
the Sarma phase, which is stabilized at higher T, there may
also be indications of the condensate edge. Beyond the su-
perfluid core, there is a highly correlated mixed normal re-
gion which carries a significant fraction of the polarization
and is associated with the pseudogap phase. Finally, in the
outer regime of the profile there is a free Fermi gas, which
may consist of majority only or of both spin states. These
three regions in the Sarma phase seem to be in accord with
experiment.99,100 An important additional finding is that ex-
cept at high temperatures the superfluid core seems to be
robustly maintained at nearly zero polarization, as observed
experimentally.53,77,99,100

VII. THERMODYNAMICS

In this section we introduce101 an approximate form for
the thermodynamical potential �density�, �. We can, to a
high level of accuracy, write this down analytically. It is
important to assess this approximate form by studying vari-
ous thermodynamical identities. We will do so here by
checking Maxwell’s relations as well as establishing the re-
lationship p= 2

3E between energy density E and pressure p,
which is expected15,16 to apply at strict unitarity. In the su-
perfluid phase, we find there is essentially no deviation from
the precise thermodynamical relations. Above Tc, we find
deviations of from one to a few percent.

We begin with the unpolarized case. The quantity � is
associated with a contribution from gapped fermionic exci-
tations � f as well as from noncondensed pairs, called �b.
These two contributions are fully interdependent. The gap in
the fermionic excitation spectrum is present only because
there are pairs and conversely. In this section, we will use the
notation �q=q2 /2M*−�pair. We have

� = � f + �b,

� f = �2�0 + �
k

��
k − Ek� − 2T ln�1 + e−Ek/T�� ,

�b = �
q

T ln�1 − e−�q/T� , �39�

where �0�−U−1−Z�pair. The pressure is simply

p = − � . �40�

Here �pair=0 at T�Tc, while above Tc the superconducting
order parameter �sc=0. Providing that we ignore the very
weak dependence of the parameter Z and the pair mass M*

on �, �, and h, we are able to derive our self-consistent gap,
pseudogap, and number equations variationally. These self-
consistent �local� equations are given by

��

��
= 0, �41�

which represents the gap equation �34�. Similarly, we have

��

��pair
= 0, �42�

which leads to the equation for the pseudogap given by Eq.
�35�. Finally, the number equation

n = −
��

��
, �43�

which yields Eq. �36�. In a trap, this is subject to the total
number constraint N=�d3r n�r�.

From the above thermodynamical potential, we can deter-
mine all other thermodynamic quantities. The energy �den-
sity� is

E = Ef + Eb,

Ef = − �2�0 + �
k

��
k − Ek� − 2Ekf�Ek�� + �n ,

Eb = �
q

��q + �pair�b��q� , �44�

and the entropy �density� is

S = Sf + Sb,

Sf = 2�
k

Ek

T
f�Ek� − ln�1 + e−Ek/T�� ,

Sb = �
q

�q

T
b��q� + ln�1 − e−�q/T�� . �45�

It is easy to verify the relation

� f = Ef − TSf − �n �46�

and

�b = Eb − TSb − �pairnpair, �47�

with npair=Z�pg
2 .

In the actual calculations of thermodynamic properties we
combine Eq. �39� with a microscopic calculation of the non-
condensed pair propagator, thereby determining Z, and �q
from the expansion of the inverse T-matrix. We test the va-
lidity, then, of our expression for the thermodynamic poten-
tial � by examining Maxwell identities. Indeed the deviation
is generally at most at the few percent level, as will be illus-
trated below.

Finally, we end our analytical discussion with expressions
for a polarized gas. Here the thermodynamical potential is
given by

� = � f + �b,

� f = �2�0 + �
k

�
k − Ek� − �
k,�

T ln�1 + e−Ek,�/T� ,
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�b = �
q

T ln�1 − e−�q/T� . �48�

Competing with this phase is the free Fermi gas phase which
has thermodynamical potential density

�free = − T�
k,�

ln�1 + e−
k�/T� . �49�

Here Ek�=Ek�h and 
k�=
k�h for spin �= ↑ ,↓, respec-
tively.

It should be noted that in this paper, we are concerned
with primarily the internal energy �density� and pressure
without the contribution from the external trap potential, in
order to test the relationship p /E=2 /3. The internal energy
can be obtained by substituting for the chemical potential the
local ��r� in the term Ef in Eq. �44�. The total energy, which
includes the trap potential, may be obtained by further add-
ing nVext�r� to Ef in Eq. �44�. For a harmonic trap at unitar-
ity, the internal energy and the external trap potential energy
are equal.16

A. Numerical results for unpolarized case

In this section we discuss numerical results for thermody-
namic properties principally for trapped Fermi gases within
the unitary, near-BCS and near-BEC regimes. We find that
unpaired fermions at the edge of the trap, where � is small,
provide the dominant contribution to thermodynamical vari-
ables such as E and S at all but the lowest T. In addition to
the usual gapped fermionic excitations, there are “bosons”
which correspond to finite momentum pairs. Above Tc these
“bosons” lead to a normal state fermionic excitation gap �or
“pseudogap”�.3,42,44,102 They are dominant only at very low
T�Tc, leading to S�T3/2. We emphasize that the normal
state of these superfluids is never an ideal Fermi gas, except
in the extreme BCS limit, or at sufficiently high T above the
pseudogap onset temperature T*.

In Fig. 8, we plot �a� the energy per particle E /N �dashed
lines� multiplied by 2/3 and pressure p /n �solid lines� and �b�
the entropy S /NkB for a homogeneous system and for a range
of values of 1 /kFa, from noninteracting �1 /kFa=−� � to near
BEC �1 /kFa=1 /2�. It can be seen that all curves approach
the free Fermi gas results at T�T*. It is also clear that, as
expected, the energy and entropy are lowered as the system
goes deeper into the BEC. The pairing onset temperature T*

stands out in the figure as the most apparent temperature
scale. We find virtually no thermodynamic feature at Tc. A
small feature should be present in the BEC, becoming larger
as the BCS regime is approached. This would appear if we
included lifetime effects associated with the noncondensed
pairs; in order to make the calculations manageable, we have
ignored this complexity which has been addressed
elsewhere.103 It should be stressed that T* represents a cross-
over temperature and is not to be associated with singular
structure in thermodynamical variables, unlike Tc.

The comparison between the dashed and solid lines in
Fig. 8�a� represents an important indicator of the universality
expected at strict unitarity, where the energy density and
pressure satisfy p= 2

3E. Indeed the two curves are virtually

indistinguishable in the superfluid phase at unitarity, and re-
main very close to each other in the normal phase. This
relationship also holds for the noninteracting gas. By con-
trast, on the BEC side of resonance this relation is seriously
violated, as expected.

Figure 9 represents a test of one particular Maxwell rela-
tion for the unitary case �upper panel� and for the near-BEC
�1 /kFa=1, lower panel�. Here we compare dn /dT �solid
lines� with ds /d� �dashed lines�. The horizontal axis is the
trap radius in units of RTF. At the lowest temperature this
Maxwell relation is very well satisfied. The feature shown in
the plotted derivatives corresponds to the condensate edge.
As the temperature is raised the deviation is slight, but per-
ceptible. The small breakdown in the Maxwell relations cor-
responds to our approximate treatment of the normal phase
as discussed in Sec. IV.

In Fig. 10 we plot the trap averaged pressure �per particle�
p /N �solid� and �2 /3�E /N �dashed lines� in the upper panel
as well as entropy S /N in the lower panel, as a function of
temperature. For each quantity, the three curves correspond
to unitarity and near-BCS �1 /kFa=−0.5� and near-BEC
�1 /kFa=1�, respectively, as labeled. As for the homogeneous
case in Fig. 8, the closer the system is to BEC the lower the
energy and entropy, as expected. Although not shown here,
all curves will approach the free Fermi gas curve at suffi-
ciently high T, corresponding to their respective T*. By com-
paring the solid and dashed lines in the upper panel, one can
see that the relation p=2E /3 is essentially satisfied at unitar-
ity.

Figure 11 plots the spatial distribution of the pressure p
�solid� and the energy 2E /3 �dashed lines�, as well as the
entropy S �inset� for three different temperatures, for the uni-
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tary �upper panel� and the near BEC �1 /kFa=1 /2, lower
panel� cases, respectively. The relation p /E=2 /3 holds very
well at unitarity for all temperatures shown, but, as expected,
it is clearly violated in the near BEC case. For 1 /kFa=1 /2,
one sees that the energy becomes negative at intermediate
trap radii. This reflects the fact that at these radii, the density
is reduced so that the local quantity 1 /kFa is effectively in-
creased and the gas is in the BEC regime. At unitarity the
entropy in the inset tends to peak towards the trap edge; this
reflects the contribution from free fermions. By contrast
these free fermions are relatively absent in the near-BEC
case and the entropy is dominated by pair excitations leading
to a relatively constant dependence on the trap radius.

B. Numerical results for polarized case

In this section we discuss the behavior of thermodynami-
cal variables for a polarized gas at unitarity. In the upper
panel of Fig. 12 we compare the trap averaged pressure per
particle, p /N �solid curves� and energy �2 /3�E /N �dashed
curves� as a function of temperature, for three different po-
larizations �=0.1, 0.5, and 0.8. The lower panel shows the
corresponding behavior of the entropy S /N. The figure illus-
trates that the lower the polarization the lower is the energy
and entropy. This is because the system can take full advan-
tage of the pairing when the polarization is small. Impor-
tantly, the upper panel demonstrates that the relation p /E
=2 /3 also appears to hold for a polarized gas. There are
small kinks in the entropy curves at the two higher polariza-

tions which reflect the transition from the phase separated to
Sarma state.

The spatial profiles of the three thermodynamical vari-
ables are plotted for three different temperatures in Fig. 13 at
fixed polarization �=0.5. The results are not dramatically
different from the unpolarized case shown in the upper panel
of Fig. 11. One can see that the p /E=2 /3 relation holds
rather well across the trap and that at intermediate tempera-
tures, the entropy tends to peak somewhat inside the trap
edge, reflecting the excitations of nearly free fermions in this
regime.

VIII. SUPERFLUID DENSITY

An essential component of any theory for BCS-BEC
crossover is establishing that the superfluid density is well
behaved. The superfluid density ns�T� is perhaps the best
reflection of a proper �or improper� description of the super-
fluid phase. This meaningful description is not at all straight-
forward to come by once one includes self-energy correc-
tions to the BCS gap and number equation. These two must
be treated on an equal footing in order for the “diamagnetic”
and “paramagnetic currents” to precisely cancel at Tc when
approached from below.24,75 �And the Tc that one computes
from below has to be the same as that computed from the
pairing instability of the normal phase�.

This cancellation75 of diamagnetic and paramagnetic cur-
rents is deeply and importantly related to generalized Ward
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identities18,104 as we will show below. These arise from a
connection between the one particle properties �which show
up in the diamagnetic current, through the number equation�
and the two particle properties �which, for example, reflect
the fermionic excitation spectrum Ek and show up in the gap
equation�. It is important to stress at the outset that because
we must distinguish between the gap and the order param-
eter, there is no unambiguous way to make use of the Nambu
Gor’kov formalism. One can readily see, however, that the
combination GG0 is, in effect, proportional to that Gor’kov “
F” function which involves the full excitation gap �, rather
than the order parameter.

Whether one considers a charged or an uncharged system,
the formal analysis can be made the same.105,106 For the neu-
tral system one introduces a “fictitious” vector potential and
associated charge.107–109 We consider the magnetic response
kernel K�0� in linear response theory. Within the transverse
gauge we may write down this response without including
the contribution from collective modes. The London penetra-
tion depth � is given by �L

−2=�0e2�ns /m�, where �0 is the
magnetic permittivity. Here we set �0=e=1 for convenience.
From linear response theory,

�L
−2 = Kxx�0� = � n

m
�

xx
− Pxx�0� , �50�

where K is defined by

J��Q� = P���Q�A��Q� − � n

m
�
��

A��Q� = − K���Q�A��Q� ,

�51�

and the current-current correlation function
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P���Q� = �
0

�

d� ei�n��j��q,��j��− q,0��

= − 2�
K

���K,K + Q�G�K + Q����K + Q,K�G�K� .

�52�

Here we use the four-vector notation, A�= �� ,A�, j�= �� , j�,
and the bare vertex ��= �1,��. Summation is assumed on
repeated indices, with the convention A�B�=A0B0−A ·B.
Without loss of generality we can ignore collective mode
effects and work in a transverse gauge.

For the bare vertex, we have �0=1 and

��K,K + Q� = �� k�k+q/2 =
1

m
�k +

q

2
� , �53�

The electromagnetic vertex can be written in terms of the
corrections coming from the two self-energy components as

� = � + ��pg + ��sc, �54�

where ��pg is the pseudogap term. This contribution deriv-
ing from pair fluctuations contains terms associated with
Maki-Thompson �MT� like diagrams as well as Aslamazov-
Larkin terms �AL� which appear in the theory of conven-
tional superconducting fluctuations. Here the situation is
somewhat more complex because of the appearance of one
dressed and one bare Green’s function in the pair propagator,
which leads to two AL diagrams. As a result the AL term
itself depends on a �gauge covariant� vertex function ��. We
may write

��pg � ��MT + ��AL1
+ ��AL2

���� . �55�

The diagrams contributing to the full electromagnetic vertex
� in the transverse gauge are given in Fig. 14. Here �MT is

given by the MTpg diagram, and ��sc is given by the MTsc
diagram. In contrast to the electromagnetic vertex �, the
gauge covariant vertex �� satisfies a generalized Ward iden-
tity to be discussed below.

We now show that there is a precise cancellation between
the MTpg and AL1 pseudogap diagrams at Q=0. This cancel-
lation follows directly from a generalized Ward identity
�GWI�

Q · ��K,K + Q� = G0
−1�K� − G0

−1�K + Q� , �56�

which can be shown to imply

Q · ���AL1
�K,K + Q� + ��MT�K,K + Q�� = 0 �57�

so that ��AL1
�K ,K�=−��MT�K ,K� is obtained exactly from

the Q→0 limit of the GWI.
To see this explicitly note that

��MT
� = − �

P

t�P�G0�− K − Q + P�

� ���− K − Q + P,− K + P�

� G0�− K + P� . �58�

Similarly we have

��AL1

� = − �
P

G0�− K + P�t�P + Q�

� ��
K�

G�− K� + P�G0�K� + Q�

� ���K� + Q,K��G0�K���t�P� . �59�

We may write

t�P�−1 = U−1 − �
K1

G�K1 + P�G0�− K1� . �60�

Then combining terms

Q · ���MT + ��AL1
� = �

P

t�P�G0�− K + P�

� �G0�− K − Q + P��G0
−1�P − K�

− G0
−1�P − K − Q�� − t�P + Q�

��
K�

G�− K� + P�G0�K� + Q�G0�K��

� �G0
−1�K�� − G0

−1�K� + Q��� .

It then follows using Eq. �60� that this equation vanishes and
we have proved the desired relation between the Maki-
Thompson vertex and the AL1 vertex.

The GWI is not to be imposed on � since we are evalu-
ating the electrodynamic response in a fixed �transverse�
gauge. However, the full gauge covariant internal vertex ��
is consistent with the GWI. This internal vertex �� then sat-
isfies

FIG. 14. Diagrams contributing to the full electromagnetic ver-
tex � in the transverse gauge. Here the wiggly lines represent the
T-matrix tpg and the dashed line represent the singular “condensate
propagator” tsc, both shown in Fig. 1. The gauge covariant full
vertex �� contains the electromagnetic vertex insertion along tsc.
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Q · ���K,K + Q� = G−1�K� − G−1�K + Q� . �61�

The above result can be used to infer a relation analogous to
Eq. �57� for the AL2 diagram: So that ��AL2

�K ,K�=
−��MT�K ,K�. More generally

Q · ���AL1 + ��AL2� = − 2Q · ��MT, �62�

Therefore, the combination of these three diagrams �in con-
junction with Eq. �55�� leads to

Q · ��pg�K,K� = − Q · ��MT�K,K� , �63�

which expresses this pseudogap contribution to the vertex
entirely in terms of the Maki-Thompson diagram shown in
the figure. One can show explicitly that

��MT
� �K,K� = −

��pg�K�
�k�

. �64�

This can be proved as follows. We write

Q · ��MT = − �
P

tpg�P��G0�− K + P� − G0�− K − Q + P�� ,

�65�

where we have used the GWI involving the bare Green’s
functions to eliminate �. Now taking the q=0 limit with 	
=0 and using Eq. �63�� and the expression of �pg�K� we
arrive at Eq. �64�.

Combining terms we find

��pg
� �K,K� =

��pg�K�
�k�

. �66�

This demonstrates consistency; that is, the usual Ward iden-
tity applies to the pseudogap contribution.

Now we turn to the superconducting vertex contributions.
As can be seen by a simple inspection of the diagrams, the
superconducting contribution is closely analogous to Eq.
�64� so that we have

��sc
� �K,K� = −

��sc�K�
�k�

. �67�

Importantly, the above equation contains a sign change �as
compared with Eq. �66��. This is associated with the trans-
verse gauge and violates the Ward identity. It is central to the
existence of a Meissner effect. The fact that the pseudogap
contributions are consistent with generalized Ward identities
is an important aspect of the present calculations. This im-
plies that there is no direct Meissner contribution associated
with the pseudogap self-energy.

We next explicitly evaluate the superfluid density using
Eq. �50�. For this purpose, we only need the spatial compo-
nents of the vertex functions. Note that the pseudogap con-
tribution to �ns /m� drops out by virtue of Eq. �66�. The den-
sity can be rewritten using integration by parts,

� n

m
�
 �

= 2�
K

�2�k

�k � k�
G�K� = − 2�

K

��k

�k 

�G�K�
�k�

=

− 2�
K

G2�K�
��k

�k 
� ��k

�k�
+

��pg

�k�
+

��sc

�k�
� , �68�

where  ,�=1,2 ,3. Note here the surface term vanishes in
all cases. The superfluid density is given by

ns

m
= 2�

K

G2�K�
��k

�kx

��sc�K,K�x −

��sc�K�
�kx

� . �69�

Equation �69� can be readily evaluated using the super-
conducting vertex and the superconducting self-energy
�sc�K�=−�sc

2 G0�−K� associated with our GG0-based
T-matrix approach. In addition, we introduce an approxima-
tion in our evaluation of G via Eq. �18� to find

�ns

m
� = 2�

k

�sc
2

Ek
2 
1 − 2f�Ek�

2Ek
+ f��Ek��� ��k

�kx
�2

. �70�

More generally, we can define a relationship

�ns

m
� =

�sc
2

�2 �ns

m
�BCS

, �71�

where �ns /m�BCS is just �ns /m� with the overall prefactor �sc
2

replaced with �2 in Eq. �70�. Obviously, in the pseudogap
phase, �ns /m�BCS does not vanish at Tc.

Finally, in the polarized case it can be shown that the
superfluid density is given by Eq. �70� with the Fermi func-

tion and its derivative replaced by the quantities f̄ and f �̄,
respectively.

A. Numerical results for unpolarized and polarized cases

The behavior of the superfluid density ns�T� is viewed as
one of the important indicators of the quality of a given
BCS-BEC crossover theory. Plots of ns�T� in Ref. 110 stop at
about Tc /2, above which it is argued that the calculations are
unreliable. Griffin and coworkers111 have found double-
valued functions, particularly on the BEC side of resonance.
While ns�T� is not explicitly evaluated, it will necessarily
exhibit a first order transition in the work of Ref. 64.

It is important, then, to show that ns�T� corresponds to the
appropriate physical behavior in the current theory. First, we
present results for unpolarized Fermi gases. The spatial dis-
tributions of ns�r� in a trap are plotted in Fig. 15 for different
temperatures and three different scattering lengths ranging
from near BCS to unitary to near BEC. In the insets are
plotted the temperature dependence of the trap integrated su-
perfluid density. All curves are well behaved, single-valued,
and monotonic from T=0 to T=Tc. The superfluid density
vanishes precisely at Tc.

Analogous plots are shown in Fig. 16 for a polarized gas
in the unitary case and at three different polarizations �
=0.1, 0.5, and 0.8. The main figures present plots as a func-
tion of trap radius, whereas the insets are plots as a function
of temperature. Here, by contrast, the behavior is not always
smooth. These sharp features are all expected and associated
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strictly with polarization effects. Importantly, they disappear
in the absence of polarization. At the lowest temperatures in
the main body of each of these figures one can see the effects
of phase separation on ns. The superfluid density stops
abruptly at the interface between the normal and superfluid.
At higher T in the Sarma phase, the curves end continuously
at the trap edge. At the higher two polarizations the two
insets indicate kinks which reflect the transition from a phase
separated to a Sarma phase.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

There are many different versions of BCS-BEC crossover
physics in the literature, but what has guided us here is the
implementation of a sound methodology for characterizing
three fundamental properties: Thermodynamics, density pro-
files and superfluid density with and without population im-
balance. While there is considerable emphasis in the litera-
ture on numerical precision one goal of this paper was to set
up a different set of criteria against which theories as well as
simulations can be measured. Monte Carlo simulations are
sometimes argued112 to be the ultimate theory. While they
may provide reliable numbers, these alone �in the absence of

more analytic many body schemes� will not yield sufficient
insight into the complex physics of these very anomalous
superfluids.

Four important and inter-related physical properties were
emphasized here. �i� There must be a self-consistent treat-
ment of “pseudogap” effects. That is, the fermionic excita-
tion spectrum, Ek, must necessarily be different from the
usual BCS form �which is presumed in all other theories of
crossover and in which there is a pairing gap which vanishes
in the normal state�. Here, based on a systematic analysis, we
show that, for our particular T-matrix theory, the BCS form
for Ek is maintained naturally74,75 but with an order param-
eter replaced by the total excitation gap �. �ii� The theory
must lend itself to a consistent description of the superfluid
density ns�T� from zero to Tc. The quantity ns�T� should be
single valued and monotonic.14 It must necessarily disappear
at the same Tc one computes from the normal state instabil-
ity; ns�T� is at the heart of a proper description of the super-
fluid phase. �iii� The behavior of the density profiles, which
are at the basis for all thermodynamical calculations of
trapped Fermi gases, must be compatible with experiment.
Near and at unitarity, in an unpolarized gas, they are rela-
tively smooth and featureless, well fit to a Thomas-Fermi–
like form. Only in the presence of polarization effects can
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FIG. 15. �Color online� Spatial profiles of superfluid density at zero polarization at different temperatures �as labeled� for 1 /kFa=0 �left�,
1 �middle�, and −0.5 �right panel�. The insets show the T dependence of trap integrated superfluid density. All the profiles are smooth,
single-valued, and monotonic, evolving continuously with radius and temperature.
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FIG. 16. �Color online� Spatial profiles of superfluid density at unitary at different temperatures �as labeled� for polarization �=0.1, 0.5,
and 0.8 from left to right. The insets show the trap integrated superfluid density as function of T. High T profiles are in the Sarma phase, and
therefore, smooth, evolving continuously with radius. In contrast, the lowest T curves are in the phase separation regime and thus show a
abrupt drop. The kinks in the trap integrated ns reflect the transition from phase separation to Sarma state.
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one use these unitary profiles to find signatures of the con-
densate edge. �iv� The thermodynamical potential � should
be variationally consistent with both the gap and number
equations. This condition is generally violated in all other
pairing fluctuation theories �which are inconsistent because
these fluctuations enter only into the number equation, but
not the gap equation�. In addition, � should satisfy appropri-
ate Maxwell relations and at unitarity be compatible with the
constraint relating the pressure p to the energy density: p
= 2

3E. Here we find this to be the case for a population im-
balanced gas as well, at least at the same level of numerical
precision as for an unpolarized gas.

For semiquantitative comparisons with experiment there
have been notable successes within the present theoretical
framework which address a very wide group of experiments,
including polarized and unpolarized gases.4,46–49,88,96,113,114

However, it is clear that detailed quantitative agreement is
not always possible.115 The calculated � factor at unitarity
��=−0.41�, is not precise, as compared with experiment ��
−0.55�. Moreover, the ratio of effective interboson scatter-
ing length to the fermionic scattering length is found to be
2.0, rather than 0.6.69 Indeed, interboson effects are included
only in a mean field sense at the level of the simple BCS-
Leggett wave function and related T-matrix scheme. One
knows19 how to arrive at a more Bogoliubov-like treatment
of the pairs which properly treats inter-boson effects appro-
priate to the deep BEC. It can be shown19 to yield the factor
0.6. This involves adding to the wave function additional

terms involving four and six creation operators. However,
there is no natural and tractable extension at unitarity.

We have emphasized here that what is most unique and
interesting about these trapped Fermi gases lies not so much
in the ground state, but rather in finite temperature phenom-
ena. It is at finite T that one sees a new form of fermionic
superfluidity in which pair condensation and pair formation
take place on distinctly different temperature scales. This
temperature separation requires radical changes in the way
we think about fermionic superfluidity, relative to our expe-
rience with strict BCS theory. We have argued here that at
this relatively early stage of our understanding, it is more
important to capture the central physics of this exotic super-
fluidity than to arrive at precise numerical agreement with
experiment. Ultimately we must do both, as has been pos-
sible for the Bose gases. Nevertheless assessing a theory
based on understanding the qualitative physics has to pro-
ceed an assessment based on quantitative comparisons.

Note added in proof. Recently, an experimental paper on
the phase diagram of the homogenous system appeared.116 A
comparison of Fig. 4 and their Fig. 5 shows qualitatively
similar features. However, unlike their Fig. 5, we do not find
the phase boundaries to be straight lines.
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